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„Phil“ - Phil Collins und Genesis Tribute Show 

Musically and visually incredibly close to the original. A vibrant show with energetic live musicians, 
enriched with coordinated lighting and video effects. And at the center a front man with charisma, 
wit, charm - and the "real" voice. With "Phil" you can dream along to the perfectly played music by 
Phil Collins and Genesis - or really dance into the light. 
 

 

„Phil“are: (left to right): 
Frank Stolzenthaler (percussions), Marco Vincenzi (saxophone, percussions), Matthias Engel (keyboards, backing vocals), 
Larissa Doll (backing vocals), Kurt Meister (bass, backing vocals), Jürgen „Phil“ Mayer (vocals), Alexander Lang (guitars, 
backing vocals), Simone Weber (backing vocals), Ray Denzel (trombone), Bernd Schubach (drums, backing vocals), Thomas 
Sturm (trumpet).  

 

"Phil" is more than just a copy of Collins. 

“Phil”: For many fans and critics, the eleven-member band around the singer and entertainer Jürgen 
“Phil” Mayer is currently the best Phil Collins and Genesis tribute band in Europe. The sympathetic 
group from the Karlsruhe area authentically performs the versatile and complex music of the British 
mega star Phil Collins and his former band “Genesis”. Singer Jürgen “Phil” Mayer comes very close to 
his big idol: vocally, visually and with an outstanding presence on stage. 
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In a two and a half hour show, Collins and Genesis lovers can of course hear the world hits: “Against 
All Odds”, “Another Day in Paradise”, “Easy Lover”, “Invisible Touch” and the anthem “Carpet 
Crawlers”. The professional band with two additional singers and a brass section ensures an 
unforgettable concert experience at the highest musical level. And it surprises connoisseurs with one 
or the other less well known Collins and “Genesis” song.  

For more than 20 years, “Phil” has been relying on a large and loyal European fan base. And it 
continues to grow: the band plays numerous live concerts not only throughout Germany, but also in 
France, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg. 

 

“Phil” meets Phil 

“Phil” has been maintaining good contact with Phil 
Collins via his management - and is particularly 
proud of it. “Phil” met Phil in person in Stuttgart. 
On his previous website, Collins referred to the 
colleagues from Germany. 

 

“Phil” is a guarantee for successful events such as indoor or open-air concerts, city festivals, galas or 
corporate events. For more casual occasions there is also an acoustic program called “Unplugged 
Lovesongs". 

On the website www.phil-online.de you can see more about the band "Phil", visit our Multimedia-
Galery or you can attend one of our many concerts all around Europe. 

Find more information about “Phil” at www.phil-online.de or follow us on FACEBOOK 

 

Contact the PHIL-Management 
 
Kurt Meister  
Brückenwiese 6 
76698 Ubstadt-Weiher 
 
Fon: 0 72 53 - 95 33 94 
Fax: 0 72 69 - 91 99 98 
E-Mail: phil@phil-online.de  

Responsible for media relations 
 
Dr. Alexander Lang 
In der Au 10 
76646 Bruchsal 
 
Fon: 0 72 51 - 5 94 29 
  
E-Mail: alex@phil-online.de  
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